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From Negril to Montego Bay to Ocho Rios to Kingston Town, a conscious Rastaman is here bringing

positive vibrations to your mind, body  soul. 11 MP3 Songs WORLD: Reggae, EASY LISTENING: Love

Songs Details: Singer, songwriter, guitarist, recording and performing artiste, has been professionally

active in music for some eighteen years to date, even though his involvement far exceeds this time. His

first "Big Gig", however, was being part of the premier Reggae Sunsplash Concert at Jarrett Park in 1978,

when he performed as lead vocalist of the first band to grace the stage. He also appeared on other

Reggae Sunsplash Concerts in the same capacity. Over the years he has done a few recordings while

working as lead vocalist with numerous resident bands in and around the North Coast hotel, nightclub,

and concert circuits. Djani, has stepped out, making strides, expressing his artistic maturity on the

international stage. he has toured Japan for as much as six months at a time while making short stops in

England and Canada. He and his band, "Public Works" has returned from Japan where they recorded

their first CD, "Rocking You", which is released by Samson Records in Japan. Whenever he is in

Jamaica, Djani performs as a solo artist at North Coast hotels, never failing to leave his audiences

mesmerized, delighted and enlightened. Holiday Inn, Sunset Beach Resort, Hedonism 2, Beaches Negril

and Sandals Royal Caribbean are just some of the places he plays. He also performed on the 2001 Bob

Marley Birthday Celebration at The MX3 lawn in negril moving the audience to higher vibrations with song

and dance in an awesome display of rasta reggae artistry. Reggae Sumfest 1997, at Catherine hall,

Montego Bay, Jamaica had Djani performing on Roots Rock Night to a well pleased audience, who gave

him a much deserved encore for his electrifying performance. With an optimistic outlook, and hard work,

honing his talent while paying his dues, Djani awaits his big break in the music business. Born February

7th, one day after Bob Marleyfs birthday, Djani is often likened to the Reggae King, who he admits is a
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source of musical inspiration, as well as a role model. Djani is a true rastaman on a musical mission, with

a message of love, liberation, equality and a positive vibration for all.
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